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Abstract
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Purpose—This study developed and tested an algorithm to classify accelerometer data as
walking or non-walking using either GPS or travel diary data within a large sample of adults under
free-living conditions.
Methods—Participants wore an accelerometer and a GPS unit, and concurrently completed a
travel diary for 7 consecutive days. Physical activity (PA) bouts were identified using
accelerometry count sequences. PA bouts were then classified as walking or non-walking based on
a decision-tree algorithm consisting of 7 classification scenarios. Algorithm reliability was
examined relative to two independent analysts’ classification of a 100-bout verification sample.
The algorithm was then applied to the entire set of PA bouts.
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Results—The 706 participants’ (mean age 51 years, 62% female, 80% non-Hispanic white, 70%
college graduate or higher) yielded 4,702 person-days of data and had a total of 13,971 PA bouts.
The algorithm showed a mean agreement of 95% with the independent analysts. It classified
physical activity into 8,170 (58.5 %) walking bouts and 5,337 (38.2%) non-walking bouts; 464
(3.3%) bouts were not classified for lack of GPS and diary data. Nearly 70% of the walking bouts
and 68% of the non-walking bouts were classified using only the objective accelerometer and GPS
data. Travel diary data helped classify 30% of all bouts with no GPS data. The mean duration of
PA bouts classified as walking was 15.2 min (SD=12.9). On average, participants had 1.7 walking
bouts and 25.4 total walking minutes per day.
Conclusions—GPS and travel diary information can be helpful in classifying most
accelerometer-derived PA bouts into walking or non-walking behavior.
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Walking is the most popular means of being physically active and is beneficial to health.
Public health researchers and practitioners have given increasing attention to policies to
encourage people to walk more (19). The evaluation of interventions that specifically target
walking requires accurate estimation of walking as a discrete form of physical activity. Selfreport instruments can inaccurately estimate walking. The International Physical Activity
Questionnaire (IPAQ) typically over-estimates walking frequency and duration (14, 27).
Transportation surveys, generally designed to capture motorized trips, tend to underreport
short trips, and walking trips in particular (28). Objective instruments, such as
accelerometers and pedometers, provide more accurate assessments of physical activity (PA)
intensity and duration, but are limited in identifying specific types of PA such as walking
(1).
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Recent studies have attempted to identify walking activity using time-based integration of
accelerometry (i.e., identification of PA occurring at certain times) and GPS data (i.e.,
speeds consistent with walking during that time) (25, 30). The integrated data provide
objective estimates of walking activities’ duration, speed, and amount of PA gained.
Moreover, GPS can specify the location of walking activities, thus defining the spatial and
temporal context in which walking occurs (25). We found two studies that combined
accelerometer and GPS data for an identification of walking: one used data from 10 adults
walking under controlled conditions (30), and another used data from 42 girls’ under freeliving conditions (25). Clearly more investigation with larger samples is needed to further
develop the integration of accelerometry and GPS to identify walking. Also, although GPS
data provide objective location and speed information, they have limitations in data
completeness. GPS units have missing data due to lost signals in urban canyons or inside
buildings, signal drop-out, warm start/cold start and power interruptions (12, 20). A recent
review of 24 studies of general PA (not focused on specific PA like walking) using GPS
units in combination with accelerometers or travel/activity diaries reported that 17 studies
had missing or unusable GPS data ranging from 2.5% to 92% of the observed time (13).
Studies using only accelerometers and GPS might therefore yield biased results if the
missing GPS data are not randomly distributed in time and space. Combining travel diary
data with accelerometer and GPS data might help assess the distribution of missing GPS
data and identify possible walking behavior when GPS data are missing.
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The present study aimed to develop and test an automated algorithm for classifying
accelerometer data as walking or non-walking using either GPS or travel diary data within a
large adult population under free-living conditions. Accelerometer data were considered to
be the complete catchment source for PA bouts.

Methods
Participants and data collection
Data came from phase 1 of the Travel Assessment and Community (TRAC) project.
Between July 2008 and July 2009, 750 participants were recruited within the greater Seattle
area. The spatial sampling frame covered 773 Census block groups with a uniform range of
household income, race, home values, net residential density, housing type, availability of
proximate neighborhood services, and levels of bus ridership (18). Participants were
instructed to wear a hip-mounted accelerometer, to carry a GPS unit, and to record their
travel in a diary for 7 consecutive days. The accelerometer (GT1M, Actigraph LLC, Fort
Walton Beach, FL) was configured to acquire uniaxial activity counts in 30 s epochs, and
XY coordinates, altitude, and instantaneous speed were measured with the DG-100 GPS
data logger (GlobalSat, Taipei, Taiwan), also set to record at 30 s intervals. The travel diary
Med Sci Sports Exerc. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2014 July 01.
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was modified from the National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) place-based format (8).
Participants were instructed to record places visited, activities, arrival and departure times,
and travel modes for all daily destinations. Participants were asked to re-wear both
instruments and complete additional travel diaries up to two additional times until their data
met the day-level initial data screening criteria (at least 5 days with any GPS data, 6 days
with any data in the travel diary, and 6 days with accelerometry data ≥ 8 h after removing
data with consecutive zeros for at least 20 min). In total, 52 participants were asked to rewear; 3 were asked to re-wear twice; 5 continued to have only partial data after initial rewearing but were included in the analyses; and one decided to drop from the study after rewearing. Participants provided informed consent and the study was approved by the Seattle
Children’s Hospital IRB.
Data processing
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Data were combined into a “LifeLog,” which is an individual-level master table for all study
participants with one record per 30 second epoch, spanning the assessment period and
indexed by timestamp. Accelerometer data were directly joined to the LifeLog based on the
same epoch times. Each GPS record was joined to match the LifeLog record closest in time
(GPS records are not always recorded at consistent intervals, such as during re-acquisition of
signal). The travel diary data were converted into a place table and a trip table, with trip
records constructed by linking two temporally adjacent places. Each LifeLog record was
then populated with the characteristics of its contemporaneous diary-based place or trip
record. The complete LifeLog thus consisted of accelerometer counts, GPS XY coordinates
and speed, and associated travel diary place or trip characteristics for each 30 s epoch, called
LifeLog units.
This study only included data on complete days, defined by having at least one place record
in the travel diary and an accelerometer wearing time of ≥ 8 h. Accelerometer periods of ≥
20 min with continuous zeros were considered as non-wearing times (16, 25). A complete
day may or may not have had GPS data. Accelerometer data on complete days were
assumed to record all PA during wake time except for aquatic activities (i.e., swimming,
showering). These data defined the temporal frame of PA for the classification of walking or
non-walking (e.g., walking recorded in the travel diary but without accompanying
accelerometer data were not part of the present analysis).
Definition of walking
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Walking was defined a priori as non-mechanical (e.g., not cycling) and human-powered
travel associated with sustained light or moderate intensity PA for at least 7 min with a 2min tolerance of lower PA intensity (thus a walking bout must be at least 5 min in duration).
Walking activity could be for utilitarian, recreational, or both purposes; it could start and
end at the same place, but could not occur continuously or mostly continuously at the same
location in space (i.e., walking on a treadmill was excluded). Walking was also
differentiated from more vigorous or very slow movement. This operational definition of
walking served to isolate “walking as travel in space” from other types of PA.
Physical activity bouts
Accelerometer data served to identify PA bouts, some of which were classified as walking.
For present purposes, based on prior accelerometry evidence about walking (4, 17), PA
bouts were defined as time intervals having accelerometer counts > 500 counts per 30 s
epoch (cpe) for at least 7 min, allowing for up to 2 min of epochs below that threshold
during the 7 min interval. Multiple time intervals with breaks ≤ 2 min were considered as
one bout if the entire sequence of counts satisfied the count criteria. The count threshold of
500 cpe was chosen to capture light PA that might be associate with slow walking,
Med Sci Sports Exerc. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2014 July 01.
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corresponding to the average of 500 cpe recorded by the GT1M for walking at an average
speed of 3 kmh−1(4, 11).
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Developing the algorithm
An algorithm was developed and tested to sort PA bouts into walking and non-walking
bouts (henceforth referred to as walking and non-walking). It was based on existing
literature and evolved from a learning process using an algorithm-development sample of
100 randomly selected PA bouts. First, criteria were reviewed to determine GPS-derived
walking speed, valid GPS temporal coverage, and if bouts occurred within a small spatial
extent (“dwell bouts”). Second, seven scenarios, with sequential decisions, were developed
to integrate the criteria into the process of classifying PA bouts as walking or non-walking.
Third, the scenarios were structured into a decision-tree algorithm that could differentiate
walking and non-walking identified from objective (accelerometry and GPS based) data
from bouts identified by a mix of objective and subjective (accelerometry and diary-based)
data. Finally, the algorithm was tested relative to independent raters using a verification
sample of 100 randomly selected bouts, which were distinct from the algorithm development
bouts sample.
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To investigate the algorithm-development and the algorithm-verification samples, bout data
were displayed using aerial photos and time series graphics (Figure 1) that provided
information about their spatial and temporal context. The static aerial photos on which GPS
points were overlaid were downloaded in February and March 2012 from Google Maps
using RgoogleMaps 1.2.0 (15) for R 2.13.2 (22).
Criteria for GPS data
Selected GPS-derived walking speeds ranged between 2 kmh−1 and 6 kmh−1. Two studies
had defined walking trips as continuous movement without a break and having
instantaneous GPS speeds within the wider ranges of 2 kmh−1 and 8 kmh−1 (6) and 1.6
kmh−1 and 9.6 kmh−1, respectively (25). In the present study, we allowed walking bouts to
have breaks ≤ 2 min within a 7-minute rolling window; and bout speed was defined as the
median of available GPS speeds within that bout. The definition accounted for noncontinuous movement often associated with walking (e.g., walking in an urban area where
one might stop at an intersection) and for distinguishing walking from running or very slow
movement. Median speed was selected because it is more robust than mean speed which
could be biased by few GPS records from poor signals.
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The review of GPS-derived tracks and speeds in the algorithm-development sample
suggested that a GPS data coverage ratio of ≥ 20%, with at least 5 GPS records (2.5 min)
provided reasonably sufficient spatial context information to classify a bout as a walking or
non-walking. The entire set of PA bouts had a U-shaped distribution of GPS coverage ratio,
which was similar to that of the algorithm-development sample. Nearly 84% of all PA bouts
and 85% of the development sample bouts had GPS coverage ratios either below 20% or
above 80%. So, in the algorithm, bouts with < 20% of GPS time coverage or fewer than 5
GPS observations were considered to have incomplete GPS data.
PA bouts occurring within a single location were considered as “dwells,” which were
considered non-walking by definition. Identifying a dwell bout was accomplished by (1)
calculating the sum of distances from each point to all other points within the bout; (2)
selecting points having sum distance below the 95th percentile of the sum distances of all
points in the bout; (3) generating a minimum bounding circle fully containing the selected
points; (4) finally obtaining the circle’s radius. Bouts with radii ≤ 66 ft were considered as
dwell bouts. Because some non-dwell bouts with few GPS observations were likely to have
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radii ≤ 66 ft, dwell bouts were defined as having ≥10 GPS points. The cutoff of 66 ft was
selected following an observational study that reported 95% of GPS points measured within
of 66 ft of a fixed location using the same GPS model (33).
Classification scenarios in the algorithm
Based on the above criteria, we developed the following scenarios that select available data
and classify PA bouts as walking or non-walking. The scenarios used first accelerometer
data, then GPS data if available, and then travel diary data, based on the assumptions that
accelerometers were more complete and accurate than GPS units, and that GPS data were
more reliable and accurate than travel diary data. Thus data from the more reliable and
accurate instruments were always used first. For example, a bout with complete GPS data
and a median GPS speed of 0.25kmh−1 was classified as non-walking even though it might
be a declared walking trip in the travel diary. In the algorithm-development sample, we
found 15 cases of data conflicts between GPS and travel diary data.
Four scenarios using GPS and/or travel diary data served to define accelerometer-derived
PA bouts as walking:
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•

Walk1-GPS. GPS-derived non-dwell and walking speed: Bouts with complete GPS
data, with non-dwell GPS points, and with GPS speed medians within the
acceptable walk speed range [2 kmh−1, 6kmh−1] (Figure 1 A).

•

Walk2-Diary. Overlap with diary-based walking trip: Bouts with no or incomplete
GPS data, but having any overlap in time with a walking trip recorded in the travel
diary (Figure 1 B).

•

Walk3-Diary. Overlap with diary-based non-walking trip: Bouts with no GPS data,
but having any time overlap with a non-walking trip in the travel diary (Figure 1
C). Because non-walking trips (e.g., car, transit, and bike trips) are not PA bouts by
definition, it was assumed that walking trips were typically not recorded in the
diary when walking was not the primary travel mode, and that bouts adjacent to
non-walking trips represented unreported walking trips (e.g., walking to and from
transit stops).

•

Walk4-Diary. Overlap within a 10-minute tolerance of a diary-based trip: Bouts
overlapping a 10-minute time buffer around a trip reported in the travel diary
(Figure 1 D). Reported times in the travel diary typically did not accurately match
accelerometer time, likely due to recall errors or to the fact that times in the travel
diary are often rounded to the nearest 5, 10 or 15 minutes (28). In the algorithmdevelopment sample, the tolerance was not likely to result in false-positive errors
based on the diary context. As in the Walk3-Diary scenario, bouts overlapping with
non-walking modes were considered walking. Bicycling was assumed not to
produce a PA bout because of the typically low counts obtained by uniaxial
accelerometers while bicycling (24).

Three scenarios using GPS and travel diary data helped classify PA bouts as non-walking:
•

NonWalk1-ACC. Upper bound of accelerometer counts: Bouts of vigorous PA with
mean count ≥ 2,863 cpe (9) (no example shown). This scenario was validated with
3 PA bouts occurring while participants reported indoor exercising, with count
means between 2,874 and 3,360 cpe.

•

NonWalk2-GPS. GPS-derived dwell and speed: Dwell bouts or bouts with a GPS
median speed outside the defined walk speed range. (Figure 1 E).
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NonWalk3-Diary. Occurring within a diary-based place: Bouts with no or
incomplete GPS data, but with bout durations completely within a reported single
place (e.g., home) and not within a 10-minute tolerance of a declared trip (Figure 1
F).

The characteristics of the algorithm-development PA bouts used to generate the criteria and
scenarios are summarized in Table 1. Each column in the table shows PA bouts used for the
corresponding scenario. In total, 52 PA bouts in the algorithm-development sample served
for scenario development for walking, and 45 bouts for non-walking. The Walk1-GPS and
Walk2-Diary scenarios identified likely unreported walking trips and time errors in the
travel diary; 17 of 40 PA bouts in Walk1-GPS did not have an overlapping declared walking
trip (Figure 1 A). Furthermore, 8 overlapped with a car or transit trip, supporting Walk3Diary and Walk4-Diary assumptions that walking trips missing from the travel diary might
be linked to other primary travel modes. NonWalk2-GPS scenario had 3 of 26 PA bouts
overlapping with diary-based walk trips, but their GPS data showed that those bouts were
dwell bouts or had low median speeds < 2 kmh−1. This further illustrated inaccuracies in the
recording of time in the travel diary.
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The scenarios were organized by the level of confidence in the reliability and accuracy of
the measures. Results of the scenarios using objective data—accelerometer only
(NonWalk1-ACC) and the combination of accelerometer and GPS data (Walk1-GPS and
NonWalk2-GPS)—should be more reliable than scenarios using a combination of
accelerometer and travel diary data (Walk2-Diary, Walk3-Diary, Walk4-Diary and
NonWalk3-Diary). Yet among this latter group, Walk2-Diary should be more reliable than
the others because its bouts overlapped with declared walking trips, and the others were
based on assumption of unreported walking trips and/or false time reporting of walking
trips.
Algorithm
The classification algorithm was designed to combine the seven scenarios into one
procedure with mutually exclusive bout classes, and to classify all of the accelerometerderived PA bouts into walking and non-walking. A decision-tree model served to apply the
scenarios sequentially, ranked by order of confidence. Figure 2 depicts the decision tree used
in the algorithm.
Algorithm verification
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The reliability of the algorithm results was examined by two trained analysts external to the
research team. While blind to the algorithm results, each analyst independently classified the
same algorithm-verification sample of 100 randomly selected PA bouts. The algorithmverification sample was a separate sample from the algorithm-development sample. The
analysts were provided the same instructions and visual materials (aerial photos with GPS
points, time series graphics, and numerical bout summaries) (see Figure 1) as those
previously used to establish the classification scenarios, but they were free to question the
instructions. Analysts were asked to document their classification reasons.
Sensitivity analyses
Sensitivity analyses were conducted by changing data processing/algorithm parameter
values. The accelerometer count threshold for vigorous activity was changed by ±5% (3,006
and 2,720 cpe); speed range shifted by ±0.5 kmh−1 ([2.5, 6.5 kmh−1] and [1.5, 5.5 kmh−1]);
radius size for dwell bouts shifted by ±5% (69.3 and 62.7 ft); and time tolerance for trip
overlap with diary-based trip shifted by ±5 min (5 min and 15 min). The percentage of PA
bouts classified by each algorithm as walking versus non-walking was examined.
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Results
Data processing and demographics
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The final sample consisted of 13,528,634 LifeLog units, spanning 4,702 complete persondays for 706 participants (average 6.7 d per person). The sample had mean age of 50.9 yr
(SD=13.3); 62% were females, 80% non-Hispanic whites, and 70% college graduate or
higher. For 30% of the participants, the average annual household income was < $40,000;
50% had between $40,000 and $100,000, and 20% had > $100,000.
Wearing time and PA bout identification
Per day, participants had a mean accelerometer wearing time of 12.8 h (SD=1.6); an average
of 11.9 h (SD=7.2) of GPS data; and 20.2 h (SD=5.2) of recorded time in the travel diary. In
total, 13,971 PA bouts were identified through accelerometry. On average, PA bouts lasted
14.3 min (SD=12.2) and had 1,296 accelerometer counts per 30 s epoch (SD=556). On
average, participants had 3.6 bouts and spent total 44.5 min in bouts per day. Approximately
30% of bouts had no GPS data. Approximately half of the bouts had 80% or more of their
duration with GPS coverage.
Verification of algorithm results
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Using the 100 PA bouts in the algorithm-verification sample, analyst A classified 64 as
walking bouts, 34 as non-walking bouts, and 2 as unknown while analyst B classified 65 as
walking bouts, 32 as non-walking bouts, and 3 as unknown. There were 92 agreements and
8 disagreements on individual bouts (Table 2), demonstrating good to excellent agreement
between the two analysts (κ=.831, p-value <.0001). For the same sample of PA bouts, the
algorithm classified 65 as walking bouts, 32 as non-walking bouts, and 3 as unknown. The
algorithm had 92 agreements out of 100 with analyst A (κ=.831, p-value <.0001) and 98
agreements with analyst B (κ=.958, p-value <.0001).
Algorithm-based classification results
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Based on all PA bouts, the algorithm classified 8,170 as walking and 5,337 as non-walking;
464 bouts were not classified for lack of GPS and travel diary data. The average walking
bout duration was 15.2 min (SD=12.9). Walk1-GPS (69.8%) and Walk2-Diary scenarios
(16.9%) classified the majority of the PA bouts that were identified as walking, compared to
Walk3-Diary (7.7%) and Walk4-Diary (5.6%). Walking bouts of the Walk1-GPS and
Walk2-Diary group were longer (mean +3.5 min) and had higher activity intensity (mean
+241 cpe) than those of the Walk3-Diary and Walk4-Diary group (p<.0001). Non-walking
was classified mainly with NonWalk1-ACC (3%) and NonWalk2-GPS (65.2%), which used
only objective data. NonWalk1-ACC bouts had a mean duration of 32.4 min, 2 to 3 times
longer than other non-walking bouts. Their mean accelerometer count was 3,518.9 cpe,
equivalent to running at 7 kmh−1 (11). Non-walking bouts of the NonWalk2-GPS and
NonWalk3-Diary group had significantly different mean intensity from all walking bouts
(p<.0001). The mean of count means of the non-walking bouts in that group (NonWalk2GPS and NonWalk3-Diary) was 429 cpe lower than the mean of all walking bouts’ (Table
3). On average, at the person level, participants had 1.7 walking bouts (total 25.4 min) per
day (Table 4). Out of 706 participants, 644 (91.2%) had at least one walking bout over the
course of data collection. For this subsample of those with any identified walking,
participants had 1.8 walking bouts (total 27.9 min) per day.
Sensitivity analyses
The base algorithm classified 58.5% of the sample bouts (n=13,971) as walking. Changing
various algorithm parameters classified between 53.4 % (−5.1%) and 61.5% (+3.0%) of the
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sample bouts as walking. When applied to the verification sample (n=100 bouts), only one
algorithm (vigorous activity threshold +5%) presented an agreement rate as high as that of
the base algorithm. Other adjusted algorithms decreased the agreement rates by up to 5%
and 6% for analyst A and B, respectively.
Comparison with travel diary data
The travel diary had 8,201 declared walking trips; of these, 7,704, trips (93.9%) had
complete data on reported travel duration; and 5,800 (70.7%) had a duration ≥ 5 min, which
could be roughly comparable to algorithm-identified walking bouts (n=8,170) also defined
to be ≥ 5 min. The number of algorithm-identified walking bouts was 2,370 more than the
number of declared walking trips with a duration ≥ 5 min. There were significant differences
(p<.0001) between the algorithm-identified walking and the travel diary reported walking
trips in terms of frequency and duration at the person level (Table 4). The average frequency
of walking bouts identified by the algorithm was 42% higher than travel diary walk trips
with a duration ≥ 5 min (1.7 bouts versus 1.2 reported trips). There is a corresponding
difference in estimated walking time between the algorithm and the diary.

Discussion
NIH-PA Author Manuscript

This study’s large sample of adults observed over a week under free-living conditions
provided a unique opportunity to estimate walking behavior using a combination of
objective and participant-reported measures, which were compiled in a LifeLog integrating
accelerometer, GPS, and travel diary data by common time stamps. Of the 13,971 PA bouts
of at least 5 min derived from accelerometer data, the developed algorithm classified 58.5%
as walking and 38.2% as non-walking (3.3% could not be classified). Overall, 57% of PA
bout minutes were classified as walking (25.4 of 44.6 min) per person per day for the entire
participant sample (n=706) and 59% (27.9 of 47.6 min) for the subsample of participants
having any walking bouts (n=644). These percentages of walking relative to overall PA are
consistent with the 60-65% estimate of daily walking relative to daily total PA time based on
time use data collected among U.S. adults (32). However, the present study’s estimate of
relative contribution of walking to overall PA is markedly higher than the ~30% estimate
observed among U.S. adults based on the self-reported International Physical Activity
Questionnaire (IPAQ) (2). The low contribution of IPAQ-estimated walking relative to
overall PA might be the result of overestimation of overall PA in the retrospective survey
assessment (14).
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In the current study, the estimated mean frequency of walking was 1.7 times per day, and the
mean duration of walking was 15.2 min per episode. For the U.S. adult population based-on
2001-2009 NHTS data, the frequency of walking trips was 0.4-0.5 per day and the duration
was 5.4-6.2 min per episode (21). Among U.S. adults, the 1998 Behavioral Risk Factor
Surveillance System (BRFSS) data, which estimated leisure-time physical activity, indicated
a small frequency of 0.4 walking episodes per day but a very long duration of 34.5 min per
walking episode (23). Combining frequencies and per-episode durations, the total walking
time per day was about 2.6 min in NHTS and 13.8 min in BRFSS, which is markedly lower
than the present study’s estimate of time spent in walking (25.4 min). It is not clear whether
these differences reflect true behavioral differences between samples or potential
measurement error.
The present study suggested that GPS was a necessary, but not sufficient, objective
instrument to identify walking behavior among accelerometer-derived physical activity
bouts. The Walk1-GPS scenario in the algorithm, using the combination of accelerometer
and GPS data, captured a mean of 1.2 walking bouts (total 18.5 min) per person per day,
missing the 0.5 walking bouts (total 6.9 min) obtained from Walk2-Diary, Walk3-Diary, and
Med Sci Sports Exerc. Author manuscript; available in PMC 2014 July 01.
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Walk4-Diary, which used the combination of accelerometer and travel diary data. Also,
Walk1-GPS still failed to capture the 0.3 walking bouts or 4.1 min of walking per person per
day identified under the Walk2-Diary scenario (itself deemed more reliable than Walk3Diary and Walk4-Diary). PA studies using existing GPS devices will have missing data due
to poor satellite signal reception, some of which may be associated with urban form (e.g.,
urban canyons where signal is lost or location inaccurate) (33). This study used among the
best and most feasible-to-wear GPS units (DG-100 GPS data logger) available at the time of
study initiation, but these limitations might be minimized by newer GPS models, but could
not likely be entirely eliminated.
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Travel diaries have been criticized for self-report bias and missing trips, especially for short
and/or incidental walking trips (e.g., walking to/from public transit) (28, 31). Studies using
GPS data confirm that travel diaries substantially under-report trips, especially short trips
(3). In the present study, the per capita per day frequency (1.2) and duration (21.6 min) of
walking trips reported in travel diaries were higher than corresponding data (0.5, 5.4-6.2
min) from the 2001 and 2009 U.S. NHTS (21). However, travel diary data alone appears
insufficient to adequately capture walking. In the algorithm-development bout sample, 43%
of 40 walking bouts served for Walk1-GPS scenario were not reported in the travel diary
(Figure 1 A). Across participants, travel diary data resulted in a 0.5 lower frequency (1.2
versus 1.7) and 3.8 fewer total minutes of walking per day (21.6 versus 25.4) than results
from the algorithm that included GPS data (Table 4). This adds to the evidence that travel
diaries underestimate walking behavior. Indeed, participants in the present study might have
been especially diligent in recording activities in a complete and precise fashion in the travel
diary because they knew they were being monitored with GPS, but travel diaries still
resulted in under-reporting of walking.
Nearly 77% of the algorithm results were from scenarios with high confidence levels
(Walk1-GPS, Walk2-Diary, NonWalk1-ACC, and NonWalk2-GPS). Scenarios with lower
confidence levels, which yielded 20% of the results (Walk3-Diary, Walk4-Diary, and
NonWalk3-GPS), are likely to have more misclassification errors. However, the sensitivity
analyses showed that tolerance adjustment for diary-based trip overlap from 10 min to either
5 or 15 min only minimally changed the proportion of classified walking, from 58.5% to
57.4% (−1.1%) or to 59.4% (+0.9%), respectively. This suggests that the algorithm results
were robust with different assumptions and use of the subjective travel diary data.
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There was high agreement between the classifications of walking and non-walking bouts
between the two independent analysts and between the analysts. The minimal disagreements
that did exist between the analysts showed that GPS and travel diary data could be
interpreted subjectively. For example, 3 bouts, which had very slow GPS median speeds
(1.7-1.9 kmh−1) but had GPS traces which suggested walking occurred, were classified
differently by the two analysts. Also, place names were interpreted differently. For instance,
a bout that lacked GPS data and was associated with “Bumbershoot,” a local music/arts
festival, was classified differently based on the analysts’ local knowledge. Agreement
between the algorithm and analysts was also high. Among all disagreements with the two
analysts (total=9, overlap=1), 5 resulted from the deterministic criteria used (i.e., specific
walking speed range and necessary percentage of GPS coverage), for which no gold
standards exists. The remaining 4 disagreements stemmed from the inability of the current
algorithm to use semantic information from the travel diary. As in the case of
“Bumbershoot” above, the analysts used place names associated with bouts to infer bout
characteristics. Employing semantic pattern recognition methods could improve the
algorithm, but it would require an extensive database and business logic to link behaviors
with place names.
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Automated algorithms offer the benefit of reducing classification time and increasing
transparency. Approximately 20 h were required per analyst for training, classification, and
documentation for the verification sample of 100 bouts (0.7% of the total 13,971 bouts).
Furthermore, it was not always clear why some analyst decisions were made. Computerbased deterministic algorithms, on the other hand, work very rapidly, and classify bouts
without ambiguity.
This study had limitations. The participants are likely not representative of the general U.S.
population and were not sampled to be representative of the study region (Seattle/King
County, WA). This study was part of a larger study investigating the impact of light rail on
travel behavior and physical activity, and participants had more transit access than the
general U.S. population. Thus, the algorithm requires further testing for use in other
populations. The results might also be sensitive to the instruments used (GT1M
accelerometer and DG 100 GPS). However, the algorithm could be easily adjusted for
different instruments by changing the criteria for PA bout identification and GPS data
processing.
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The algorithm and the results could potentially be biased due to missing accelerometer data,
although the study sample had low accelerometer non-wearing time that was comparable to
previous studies. The present study participants had a mean accelerometer non-wearing time
of 11.2 h per day (wearing time: 12.8 h), and previous studies had between 9.8 and 11.5 h of
daily non-wearing time (7, 10, 26, 29). It is possible that even after excluding legitimate
non-wearing (e.g., sleeping, showering, etc.), some erroneous non-wearing time (i.e., forgot
wearing at home) might exist. Some PA bouts could be completely missing (5), possibly
affecting the algorithm and the results. External monitoring such as devise wearing logs or
heart monitors could be used to more precisely isolate accelerometer non-wearing time,
although themselves are not without limitations. In addition, the present algorithm is likely
underestimating walking behavior, particularly within short bouts and if done within a
relatively small spatial extent such as an indoor workplace. Other measures are needed to
better capture this type of walking.
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In summary, the integration of GPS and travel diary data with accelerometer data can help to
identify walking behavior. It is likely, although requiring further testing, that this
classification method is more accurate and complete than relying either solely on any one of
these instruments alone or on retrospective report of walking behavior. Using GPS alone
allowed the classification of nearly 66% of PA bouts as either walking or non-walking. The
inclusion of travel diary data was helpful in those instances of PA bouts with insufficient
GPS information. Approximately 30% of algorithm-derived walking bouts either lacked or
had incomplete GPS data, and were identified through travel diary data. Travel diaries also
provide useful contextual information on likely walk trips, including their associations with
other modes of transport and their purpose (e.g., recreation, commuting), but as seen herein,
clearly underestimate walking. Investigators and practitioners should capitalize on the
strengths of using these three data streams in isolation and in combination, and align the
aims of their inquiry to best measure those aspects of walking that are of interest.
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Figure 1.
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Each panel (A-F) has an aerial photo with GPS points (left) and a time series graphic (right).
Basic numerical summaries are presented in the bottom of the photo. If bouts have no GPS
data at all, a blank photo is shown. Above the graphic is diary-based place and trip
information. Accelerometer counts (cyan) and GPS speeds (magenta) are plotted in the
graphic. A black box shows bout duration, derived from the accelerometer, in the middle of
the graphic. [A: Walk1-GPS example] The PA bout was non-dwell with GPS median speed
of 3.2 kmh−1 and therefore was classified as a walking bout, even though no walking trip
was reported in the diary when the bout occurred. [B: Walk2-Diary example] The PA bout
had no GPS data, but had time overlap with a diary-based walking trip, so was classified as a
walking bout. [C: Walk3-Diary example] The PA bout had no GPS data, no walking trip
was recorded in the diary near the bout, but since it had time overlap with a diary-based bus
trip it was classified as a walking bout assumed to be associated with the bus trip. [D:
Walk4-Diary example] The PA bout had no GPS data and no overlap with a diary-based
trip, but had a diary-based walking trip 4.5 min after it and was thus classified as a walking
bout assumed to be associated with the walking trip but with diary time errors. [E:
NonWalk2-GPS example] The PA bout was a dwell bout (the GPS point cluster circle radius
= 12.8ft) and thus was not a walking bout. [F: NonWalk3-Diary example] The PA bout had
no GPS data, but occurred within a diary-based place and had no other diary-based trips
close in time.
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Figure 2.

The decision tree algorithm shows sequential application of the seven scenarios to classify
PA bouts as walking or non-walking.
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Algorithm

Analyst B

4

(61+29+2)/100=0.92
Cohen’s Kappa=0.831, p <.0001

64
(61+29+2)/100=0.92
Cohen’s Kappa=0.831, p <.0001

Total

Agreement

34

1
2

2

0

0

29

3

Unknown

0

Non-walking

4

61

Walking

2

Agreement

34

0
2

0

0

64

1

29

Total

3

Non-walking

Unknown

61

Walking

100

3

32

65

100

3

32

65

32

0

31

1

Nonwalking

3

3

0

0

Unknown

100

3

32

65

Total

(64+31+3)/100=0.98
Cohen’s Kappa=0.958, p <.0001

65

0

1

64

Walking

Total

Algorithm
Unknown

Walking
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Analyst A

Comparison of walking versus non-walking classification among the algorithm and independent analysts
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456

• Walk4-Diary

1,699
5,337

• NonWalk3-Diary

All non-walking bouts

All bouts

13,971

464

3,479

• NonWalk2-GPS

Unknown bouts

159

• NonWalk1-ACC

Non-walking bouts

8,170

632

All walking bouts

1,378

• Walk3-Diary

5,704

Number

• Walk2-Diary

• Walk1-GPS

Walking bouts

Scenario

100.0

12.2
14.3

-

13.1

11.9

12.7

32.4

15.2

12.8

11.7

15.2

15.7

Mean

(12.2)

(9.8)

(11.2)

(9.7)

(10.6)

(18.3)

(12.9)

(12.9)

(10.2)

(11.9)

(13.3)

(SD)

Duration (min)

-

100.0

38.2
3.3

31.8

65.2

3.0

12.2

24.9

1.1

5.6
100.0

3.3

7.7

16.9

69.8

Within group
%

58.5

4.5

9.9

40.8

Overall
%
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Bout classification results from the algorithm

1,295.7

1,171.5

1,085.4

1,013.2

1,009.4

3,518.9

1,440.2

1,194.5

1,257.9

1,491.5

1,467.6

Mean

(556.1)

(475.0)

(595.5)

(389.8)

(406.8)

(748.0)

(483.5)

(474.3)

(448.5)

(457.0)

(484.0)

(SD)

Mean count
(counts per 30 s epoch)
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Comparison between algorithm-identified walking bouts and travel diary-based walking trips at per person per
day level
Frequency

Total
minutes

• Walk1-GPS

1.2

18.5

• Walk2-Diary

0.3

4.1

• Walk3-Diary

0.1

1.6

• Walk4-Diary

0.1

1.2

All walking bouts

1.7

25.4

1.2 *

21.6 **

Algorithm-identified walking bouts

Travel diary-based walking trips ≥ 5 minutes

Paired T-test between algorithm-identified walking and diary-based walking:

*

t = 13.67, df = 705, p < .0001

**

t = 5.39, df = 705, p < .0001
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